Comparison of different methods of clearance determination.
Clearance determination by compartmental analysis of hippurate renograms was compared in 30 cases to the conventional PAH and to the partly shielded whole body counting technique. Good correlations between compartmental analysis and PAH method (r = 0.96) as well as the whole body technique (r = 0.94) were found. Correlation between PAH and whole body method was not always satisfactory (r = 0.85). In an additional study influence of greater count rates become obvious: correlation coefficients increase from 0.89 (131I-hippurate, n = 97) to 0.95 (123I-hippurate, n = 38). Determination of the divided clearance correlates well (r = 0.95). Using 123I-hippurate all the information available by radioisotopic kidney investigations can be obtained in a one-step procedure.